Reporting Life Events for
Qualified Health Plan
(QHP) Eligible Consumers

Life Event Reporting for QHP Consumers
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Qualified health plan (QHP) enrollees need to report any
changes that impact their:
•

Enrollment in their plan

•

Eligibility for premium tax credits and cost-sharing
reductions, if they applied for financial assistance



Enrollees must report life event changes (LECs) within 30
days of the date of the change.



MinnesotaCare and Medical Assistance enrollees should
follow instructions on the DHS website for how and when to
report changes.

When to Report an LEC in Advance
 Life events that can be reported up to 60 days in advance of the
change occurring:
• Change in tax filing status
• Gain/loss of minimum essential coverage (MEC)
• Gain/loss of employer-sponsored insurance (ESI), including the
end of COBRA coverage
• Loss of employer subsidy for COBRA
 Income changes can only be reported up to 7 days in advance of the
change occurring.
 Note: Changes cannot be completed until the date the change
happens.
• For example, consumer is losing ESI on 1/31/2022. Assister can
report the change in December since that is within 60 days,
however, MNsure cannot process the change until 1/31/2022.
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When to Report Other LECs
 Should only be reported AFTER the event happens:
• Address change, divorce, marriage, birth, pregnancy,
remove a person, adoption or foster care, legal
separation, name change, state residency, death,
tobacco status
 No restrictions on when they can be reported:
• Date of birth correction, demographic information
updates, SSN add/correction, gender change/correction,
name correction
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How to Report Changes
 If a consumer is reporting a change on their own:
 The consumer should call the MNsure Contact Center to report
all changes (they should NOT use the online form)
 DISADVANTAGE: You will not receive any updates on the status
of the change
 If you are assisting a consumer with reporting changes:
 Depending on the change, you will either using MNsure's online
form, or report it by phone by calling the ARC or Broker Service
Line
 ADVANTAGE: You will receive an email follow-up with updates
on the status of the change
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Checking the Status of Changes
 Watch the weekly newsletter or check Announcements on Assister
Central for updates on current processing dates.
 If the consumer called the Contact Center to report the change,
confirm the date they reported the change.
 DO NOT contact us until we have reported processing changes
reported by that date.
 Use the case status request form to check on the status (find it
under Assister Central: Quick Links).
 If you called/submitted the change online for the consumer.
 You will receive a secure email with the outcome when the
change has been completed.
 If you do not receive an email, and we have reported processing
changes reported by that date, you may use the case status
request form or call the ARC/BSL to check the status.
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Where Assisters Report Changes
 Assisters must report the following changes using the online
reporting tool:
 Income change
 Add a household member (to an “assisted” application)
 Add a household member (to an “unassisted” application)
 Loss of health care coverage (future events)
 Change in tax-filer status
 All other changes should be reported by calling the ARC or Broker
Service Line
 If you need to report multiple changes for an individual, and at
least one of those changes should be reported by phone (such as an
address change and adding a household member), all the changes
should be reported together by phone.
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Online LEC Reporting Tool
 To find this page, on Assister Central, click on “Report Application
Changes” under “Quick Links”
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How to Report LECs Online
 Under “Report Online,” the list of life events each link to a more detailed
guide for how to report that type of change.
 If you are new to reporting online, you will first need to complete a onetime registration process by clicking on “Register.” Going forward, you
will use that user-name and password to report all of your consumers’
life events online.
 If you already have registered, you start to report a life event by clicking
on “Log In.”
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Registration Process for New Users
 Use your work email address (the email provided to MNsure as your
primary email in AMP/BAMP).
 Do NOT register using a consumer’s email address!
 Enter your Assister ID (navigators/CACs) or NPN (brokers).
 If an account already exists with that email or ID, you will get an error.
You will need to try resetting your password to access your account.
 If you need to change your email after your have already registered,
email the ARC or Broker Service Line for assistance.
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Validating Your Registration
 You MUST validate your email in order to access the life event tool
 Check your spam/junk folder if you don’t see it within a few minutes
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Steps in Reporting a Change Online
 After registering and logging in you will need to review the Privacy
Notice and Attestation on the landing page with the consumer
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Selecting a Change to Report
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Online Reporting Tips
 Multiple changes for the same person must be reported in separate
submissions.
 DO NOT report other changes in the comments section. The
comment section is only for clarifications.
 For example: A loss of a job may require reporting change in
income AND loss of employer-sponsored insurance.
 If you are reporting changes online for multiple household members,
each individual member of the household should be a separate
submission. It is helpful to note in the comment section that a life event
was also submitted for another household member to ensure they are
processed together.
 Do not use the Add a Person (Unassisted Applications) form if a
household applied using the “with financial assistance” application but
has an unassisted QHP (UQHP) determination. This form is ONLY for
households that used the “without financial assistance” application.
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Online Reporting Tips Continued
 MNsure will not be able to
process changes for a
consumer unless at least three
PII entered in the tool match
what is current in their
application.
 When you provide information
in the “General Information”
section, this is not a place to
report changes, such as an
address change. If you need to
report an address change, call
the ARC/BSL to report that and
all other changes.
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General Reporting Tips
 If the consumer is unsure of what is on their current application
(including current income), certified assisters can call the ARC/BSL
to request that information.
 Navigators/CACs: The consumer does not need to be present
during the call unless you are seeking action on the case.
 Do not proactively submit verification documents (except for a
divorce decree or death certificate). If a case requires verification,
a notice will be generated.
 Only documents that have been submitted AFTER the notice
date will be considered “current information” and will be
reviewed.
 MNsure checks the “pending verification” queue regularly to
follow-up on cases that have been flagged for a verification.
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Reporting Income Changes Tips
 When reporting an income change, use the comments section to
note what is NOT changing. This is especially helpful when adding
new income.
 From mid/late September (when renewal process starts) through
November 30, you must report both current year AND future year
projected annual income (PAI). The future year PAI should be
entered in the comment section.
 Provide only the individual’s PAI – do NOT report a combined PAI
for household members. Report information for one person at a time.
 If the current income and PAI do not line up, it is important to include
an explanation. If there is a discrepancy, the LEC Team will assume
there is an error, or the consumer is not aware of the potential
financial implications.
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Following Up on LECs
 If the LEC was reported by an assister and it cannot be processed
based on the information submitted:
 The assister will receive a secure email explaining what is
missing and why it cannot be processed.
 The consumer will not receive any communication.
 If we can begin processing the LEC but need additional information
to complete the LEC, such as verifications:
 The assister will receive a secure email explaining what
information is needed.
 If verifications are needed, the consumer will receive a Request
for Information (RFI) notice via mail.
 If the LEC is completed:
 The assister will receive a secure email with the result.
 The consumer may receive a notice depending on the outcome.
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Recent Examples of Issues
 The reported income and the income on the application do not
match. For example, ending income not on the application or
employer names not matching.
 Solution: Call the ARC/BSL to confirm what income is currently
on the application.
 Consumer did not submit the appropriate verifications, or
verifications do not support the reported information.
 Solution: Carefully review the notice and explain what proofs
must be submitted, make sure they are current and sufficient.
 Projected Annual Income (PAI) for 2022 is not reported:
 Solution: From now until November 30, enter the 2021 PAI
where requested in the tool and include the 2022 PAI for the
individual in the comments section.
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More Recent Examples of Issues
 The reported LEC does not follow rules regarding who should be on
the application and tax filing status.
 Solution: Be sure to clarify all tax relationships and family
relationships.
 If you are unsure who should be on the application, review the
list here: www.mnsure.org/new-customers/apply/with-finhelp/household-information.jsp.
 Personal identifying information (PII) on LEC doesn’t match the
application.
 Solution: If there have been recent changes, call the ARC/BSL
to confirm what income is currently on the application
 Do not attempt to change an address, phone or email using the
online tool.
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